Magnetic resonance imaging of neuronal and glial swelling as an indicator of function in cerebral tissue slices.
Here we demonstrate a new basis of signal change in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) related to neuronal function, independent of blood oxygenation or flow. Time series MRI data acquired from living, superfused brain slices of adult rats revealed that the signal intensity reversibly increased with depolarization evoked by briefly elevating extracellular K(+). This was presumably a consequence of increased tissue water in the intracellular compartment. Reversible increases in light transmittance (LT) demonstrating a similar time course in response to K(+) elevation supported cellular swelling as generating the MRI signal intensity changes. This was confirmed by reversibly swelling cells in the slice under hypoosmotic challenge, which increased both MRI and LT signals with an identical time course. Conversely, shrinking cells under hyperosmotic challenge reversibly decreased the MRI and LT signals. We propose that specific MRI of neuronal function (fMRI) signals detected under identical parameters during predominantly proton-density-weighted fMRI of the spinal cord can now be explained by neuronal and glial swelling in activated central nervous system (CNS) regions. These observations demonstrate the biophysical basis of the fMRI contrast mechanism that has been termed "signal enhancement by extravascular water protons," or SEEP.